Abstract. This pape r traces the history of research for Co ll ective Intelli gence, and describes new forms of Collecti ve Intelligence on the Internet so far especially from the view of Wcb2.0, 10 figure out what Collective Intelligence is, then mak es analyses on those fonns to make clear the mec han ism of Colledive Inte lligence on o.e Internel. As one Complcll: Adaptive System. Colledive Inte lli gence is the emergence of group behaviors, and is slored on tJJe pl atform of the Internel So, it is o ne new kind or lbe Know ledge Managemenl on lhe Internet.
I. INTRODUCTION
The words "Collective Intclligence" may first be widely used in ant-based research, which later developed as "Swarm Inte lligence" [I , 2] . And man y scholars believe that one an tecedent for Collecti vc Intelligence is "Global Brain" [3] . Howard Bloom [4, 5] stresses the bio logical adaptations that have turncd most of this earth's living beings into componcnts of what he calls "a learning machine". Onc Cl pioneer, George P6r, defined th e Collective Intelligence phenomenon as "the capacity of a human community to evolve toward higher order complexity thought, problemsolving and integrati on through collaboration and innovation."{6]
With ncw commonication tcchnologies--especial1y the Intemet-hoge numbers of people all over the planet can now work together in ways that werc ncvcr before possible in the history of humanity. II is thus more important than ever for us to understand Collective Inte lligence al a deep level so we can create and take advantage oflhese new possibilities. This paper will have a description for some important stylcs and technologies rel ated to Collecli ve lnlelligence on the Internet, and analyze the mechanism for it on the Internet, finall y think about future work for this field . The first main difference between web 1.0 and web 2.0 just lay at whether users can write besides traditional read on the web. Although sharing ideas, facts, and opinions in electronic communities was not new, by opening the "means of production" to non-programmers everywhere, blogs introduced that highly combustible fuel-critical mass, and forming blogosphere.
2) Social Bookmarks
Introduced in 2003, the del.icio.us social bookmark manager was one of the fIrst of its type and has enjoyed an early and large base of committed usersl. The emergent social bookmarks coming from the collaboration of individual intelligence of free tagging is named by Thomas Vander Wal as F1oksonomy (which is the combination of Folks and Taxonomy) [7] .
3) Wikis
Wiki pages are editable and changeable by anyone. In the worldwide encyclopedia Wikipedia 2 , the forming of stable explanation for vocabulary (common vocabulary in the fIgure) is the emergence of Collective behaviors, in which people reflect each other by voting or changing other's explanations.
4) Social Networking Service
First, people may fmd their friend by selecting people with common interest on the blogs or with common tags. Further, because these systems record the social network, enable the share and transferring of social relationship, so they provide one global social relationship view. Through this global view, strangers can become friends via their friends' friendship, and this promotes the aggregation of users with common interest, and the forming the self-organization in the social network.
Tecbnologies to Motivate Collective Intelligence
The application of RSS (Syndication) and Programmable Web actually do not involve new technologies, but truly make convenience to the environment to activate Collective Intelligence.
I) RSS
To aggregate other RSS files and to be aggregated by other RSS aggregators, the remixing and remixed fIles which syndicated towards different kinds of taste from users motivate the aggregation of individual intelligence. Information flows are mainly via RSS, which promotes the aggregation of individual intelligence. Via this important process, the Internet becomes really active and diversiform, with each adaptive agent changing every moment according to each other ..
2) Share and Mash-ups for Programmable Web
Social Softwares open their APls to allow other systems to use for further developing. If one system can be used as plug-in for other systems, and even can used entirely as one plug-in for another system, then this system is seen as programmable web. Web 2.0 is feathered as "share, reorganization, mash-ups", and these feathers can produce the systems that are called the workshop of web 2.0, one form of which is the mash-ups of programmable web.
COLLECTIVE INTELLIGENCE AND ITS MECHANISM ON THE INTERNET
We have talked too much, but what is Collective Intelligence, and what's its mechanism on the Internet. We are going to explore this.
Definition for Collective Intelligence
From the Handbook of Collective Intelligence, there is: Collective Intelligence is Groups of individuals doing things collectively that seem intelligent 3 • That is, Collective Intelligence is the combination of individual intelligence, but as one Complex Adaptive System, it is more than the addition of individual intelligence. As the adaptive agents (individual intelligence) acted individually and mutually, Collective Intelligence gradually emerges.
Mechanism on tbe Internet for Collective Intelligence
Collective Intelligence has its own characteristics emerging on the Internet. We induced them as seven basic ones: Aggregation, Tagging, and Nonlinearity, and Information flows, Diversity, Selectivity, building blocks People may fmd these characteristics are similar with the ones listed for CAS [8] , and since we deem Collective Intelligence as CAS, we will be sure to reference it a lot.
The characteristics listed above are implicated in the Fig.l . No mater with blog, woo, or Social Bookmarking, Social Networking Service, there is aggregations, just with different contents, for example, aggregation of common vocabulary, social relationship, and Floksonomy. Tagging helped aggregation when people select their friends, and selectivity from individuals accomplished this aggregation too. In this picture, the information flows are mainly via RSS, and this makes the Internet active, diversiform, and changing, so that new intelligence emerges.
Each system, with the reflection mechanism embedded, is not linear any more. So they are nonlinear. This nonlinearity makes Collective Intelligence complex and emergent. And with Programmable Web, the Internet is divided into one and one building blocks, which by mixing, facilitate the building more new and complex systems. The Internet is becoming vivid.
Each individual, as one adaptive agent, contributes knowledge, communicates with another, refer to another, votes for others, and modifies other's knowledge, and accomplish the emergence of Mass Intelligence. As one CAS, Collective Intelligence is the emergence of group behaviors, but is stored on the platform of the Internet. So, from this view, we can also say that, Collective Intelligence is also the Knowledge Management on the Internet.
CONCLUSIONS
Weare going to interpret mechanism of Collective Intelligence on the Internet more detailed in the future. The research of this field to promote the emergence of Collective Intelligence needs the help from the field of Date Mining and Semantic Web.
Scholars summarized that there are three main components of Web 2.0: social software, the semantic web and information retrieval. Right now, the idea for semantic web and information retrieval being characteristic by harnessing Collective Intelligence is coming out, and in our opinion, will later become flourishing just like Social Software. We are eager to see that and will continue to keep an eye on the development of Collective Intelligence on the Internet.
